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Unrest Sweeps College Campuses
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student strike led by the Third
World Liberation Front. Because
of the strike, Gov. Ronald Reagan
declared a “state of extreme emer
gency” at the 28,000-student cam
pus last week.

DUKE
Black students who had occu
pied the administration building at
Duke University for 12 hours va
cated it late yesterday, but police
had to use tear gas to break up a
melee that followed.
The blacks occupied the build
ing shortly after 8 a.m. to back up
demands for changes in the uni
versity program.
Campus guards let the students

out of the building after adminis
tration officials had warned that
they would be suspended from
school and arrested as trespassers
unless they left.
Shortly after leaving, however,
the students gathered in front of
the building, some with their faces
greased with salve and carrying
wet towels to guard against tear
gas.
When they refused to disperse,
police fired canisters of gas at
them. Some of the students hurled
canisters back at the officers be
fore the troopers gained control of
the situation.
Four city officers, a state trooper
and 20 students are known to have
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been injured. Several demonstra
tors were taken into custody, but
it was not known if they were
charged.
Earlier, Dean of Men Hugh Hall
asked the students if they would
send a delegation to meet with
university officials to discuss their
demands.
The demonstrators gave their
conditions for such a meeting, but
the later ultimatum by officials to
vacate the building indicated that
the black demands were unaccept
able.
The students, numbering 30 to
40, seized the first floor of the
four-story Allen Building before
8 a.m. when only a few adminis
trative employes had arrived for
work. Those who were there were
forced to leave.
Gov. Bob Scott ordered a Na
tional Guard company with riot
training to Durham.

NEW YORK CITY
COLLEGE

About 100 students occupied the
adininistration building of City
College for 4% hours yesterday,
pressing for such demands as a
separate school of Negro and Puer
to Rican studies.
Late in the afternoon, the dem
onstrators marched silently from
a side exit of the building and dis
education because of the dwindling persed. They refused to talk to
tax base due to widespread un newsmen.
employment and declining prop
A security guard said three doors
erty values, he said. Over half of. had been kicked in inside the
all ghetto youths who apply for building, a small pile of refuse
military service are rejected be dumped on the first floor and
cause of the effects of health prob burned, and cigarette butts littered
lems and poor education, he added. about the office of the university
A national effort to provide job president, Buell G. Gallagher.
training, low-income housing and
City police were sent to the col
community health centers is the lege on the northwestern fringe of
only solution to the urban crisis, Harlem but took no action. The
Mr. Lyford contended.
police department said the action
He forecast few improvements was routine and that school offi
in the confrontation of urban prob cials had not summoned help.
lems because of the Vietnam War.
Five demands were presented
“It’s not a matter of politics, it’s last week by an ad hoc group call
a matter of economic fact,” he ing itself Black and Puerto Rican
said. President Nixon cannot solve Students.
urban problems as long as so large
Other demands beside a seperate
a portion of the national budget is school included a separate orien
expended in Vietnam, he said.
tation program for Negro and

Cities Said Nation’s Crisis
By T. J. GILLES
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
The crisis of American cities is
not merely an urban problem, but
a national crisis that knows no city
limits, Joseph P. Lyford, author
and social critic, said at UM last
night.
Mr. Lyford, speaking to about
125 persons in the UC ballroom,
said the crisis is nationwide be
cause people from throughout the

House Okays
Levy Hikes
HELENA (AP) — Montana’s
House, in a grueling five-hour ef
fort to prepare for today’s bill-ex
change deadline, gave tentative but
firm approval yesterday to higher
state taxes on gasoline, cigarettes
and cigars.
Under the provisions of the
bills:
—The gasoline tax would go to
7 cents a gallon from 6% starting
July 1 for two years, while cities
and counties would share $3 mil
lion for roads and streets, double
the present annual aid.
—The cigarette tax would raise
to 10 cents a package from 8,
with the long-range building pro
gram to get 5 cents a pack instead
of 3 while the general fund con
tinues to get most of the remain
ing nickel.
—The state would put a 12%
per cent tax on the wholesale price
of cigars, smoking and chewing to
bacco and snuff. This bill had
been killed and revived earlier in
the week.

Mardi Gras
Slated Tonight
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Glenn Gauer, in the lead role as
John Worthing, was good in his
part and may, by tonight, come
through with a superb perform
ance.
Roger DeBourg portrayed very
well the character of Algernon
Concrieff, a cagey semi-bad guy.
His scenes with Cecily (Nancy
Senechal) and with Worthing were
some of the best parts of the per
formance.
Lady Bracknell, played by Bar
bara Crump and Billie Marhenke
as Miss Prism were adequate.
Gwendolyn Fairfax by Linda At
kinson could have been an out
standing part of the show because
of her appearance and movement,
but her lines were so slow that one
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By DENNIS BURNS
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
The Montana Repertory Theater
opened its 1969 season last night
before a disappointingly small
audience with Oscar Wilde’s “The
Importance of Being Earnest,”
which, with more work, has hope.
Although some of the characters
were very well cast and produced
some bits of professionalism, the
Rep Theater did not produce a per
formance last night worthy of its
reputation.
The first act, which began 15
minutes late, dragged on unbear
ably. It was like sitting in a de
serted bus depot in a strange town
at 3 a.m. without a magazine to
read.
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United States are migrating to ur
ban centers, only to be “trapped”
by unemployment, health hazards
and inadequate housing.
The plight of American cities “is
closely related to the decay of the
American community,” Mr. Lyford
said, and the urban crisis can be
solved only if the entire national
problem is attacked.
Mr. Lyford asserted that 30 or
40 million Americans are -**ving in
poverty with as many as 10 million
of these suffering from malnutri
tion.
The present welfare structure is
not serving its function, he said,
because “more than half of the $6
billion poured into relief programs
each year ends up in the hands of
slumlords.”
Cities cannot adequately finance
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PLAY OPENS—Alan Cook as Willie Loman and Barbara Cramp as
his wife will star in “Death of a Salesman,” which opens tonight at
8:15 in the University Theater. (Staff Photo by Helen Ahlgren.)

could have retired to the foyer for
a cigarette during her deliveries
and not have missed much dia
logue.
One of the saviors of the show
was Teddy Ulmer, who had a very
minor part. He always makes him
self very believable in his charac
ter portrayals. He was a very fine
manservant, Lane, but was disas
trously snunched by Bill Shryock
who attempted to be very Ulmerish in his part as Merriman, the
butler. Consequently he ruined
both roles.
Jimmy Baker came through
beautifully, as usual. Now here is
an actor. He saved many parts of
the second act including a very
obvious moment of forgetfulness
by one of his colleagues. He played
the part of the Rev. Canon Chasable.
Nancy Senechal as Cecily Cardew, was a delightful young lady.
Her delivery was exciting and de
served much more support from
the rest of the cast than it re
ceived.
The set was refreshing, but also
had a drawback. The first scene
in Algernon’s flat was done in
beautiful Victorian style furniture
with a simply laid-out screen
background of extremely intricate
grillwork and lace—an art piece
of lavender, white and gold. The
garden scene was equally artistic,
but its focal point, a large, very
distorted flower pot (which was
obviously meant to be symmetri
cal) threw the whole stage off
balance.
The Rep Theater will tour many
towns in the Northwest after the
completion of its series here. Pop
lar and Springville, Utah, are
bound to enjoy the play “The Im
portance of Being Earnest” im
mensely and maybe by that time
the other towns will too.

Puerto Rican freshmen and stu
dent voice in a policy to admit
students with high school grades
below the normal minimum.
The college said Pres. Gallagher
told the students that curriculum
review was under way, with the
hope of strengthening black history
courses next September, and that
the president had called for re
examining the orientation program
for entering nonwhite students.

U OF WISCONSIN
Student demonstrators, using
guerrilla-type tactics, c l a s h e d
twice with police and National
Guardsmen yesterday in the fourth
consecutive day of disorders on the
University of Wisconsin campus.
The turmoil was started over
several demands made by black
students.
Law enforcement officials used
tear gas and bayonets to control
the roving crowd, which fluctuated
from 500 to 3,000 during the day.
By late afternoon, some of the
demonstrators disbanded until a
rally scheduled for 7 pm.
Gov. Warren B. Knowles charged
the campus disorders are political
ly motivated and urged the enact
ment of special legislation to deal
with unruly protesters.
The State Senate overwhelm
ingly passed a bill yesterday to
withhold state aid for two years
from students convicted of using
force or disrupting campus activi
ties or violating Regent rules by
force or violence.
The Assembly passed a resolu
tion commending the school ad
ministration for action “designed
to prevent the outbreak of vio
lence.”
Violent clashes between demon
strators and police and Guardsmen
have been kept to a minimum.
The protesters disbanded when
ever officers arrived, regrouping
one or two blocks away.
Guardsmen with fixed bayonets
cleared demonstrators from a
crowded intersection in the heart
of the sprawling 33,000-student
campus yesterday. A half block
away, a fight erupted between stu
dents and police, and one youth
was clubbed by several policemen.
Later, tear gas was used to break
up pickets on a major throughfare
on the campus.

Displeasure
Indicated In
Student Poll
Results of a poll taken last week
on the foreign language require
ment indicate that a majority of
UM students oppose the require
ment.
The results, announced at a
meeting of Academic Affairs Com
mission last night, indicate that 60
per cent of those polled would
rather take other studies during
the time presently spent on the
requirement.
Only 26 percent agreed that a
study of a foreign language makes
an important contribution to other
studies. However, 51 per cent of
those polled agreed that the re
quirement would help them under
stand the culture of the people
who speak the language.
Jack Green, commission mem
ber in charge of the poll, said the
results would be taken to Curricu
lum Committee which will decide
whether the requirement will be
continued.
Green said that a controversy
arose in the foreign language de
partment when some of the faculty
members apparently refused to
hand out the poll in their classes.
Green said an insufficient num
ber of polls was sent to the depart
ment initially. He said additional
polls were distributed to the de
partment as soon as the insuf
ficiency was noted.
About 90 percent of the 1,500
copies of the poll were returned.
The poll was taken in all UM de
partments and was distributed at
two different times to one class
representing each course leveL
Foreign language majors were
not polled, Green said.

The Varying Western Wind

Ram jetting Editor

One of the hottest plaoes in hell must be reserved for Sen. Gets C ongratulated
To the Kaimin,
Mark O. Hatfield.
I would like to congratulate the
The good senator recently has become Oregon’s answer to editor of the Kaimin on his latest
pearls of wisdom which have been
Humbert Humphrey and George McGovern.
published for the benefit of the
Last week in Missoula, the senator, in all his arrogant glory University of Montana Campus. As
and Establishment pomp, denounced the draft and called it quoted on the front page of the
February 11, Kaimin, they are
unfair and immoral.
“Bullshit!” and “This is all horseThat, obviously, was an understatement (something the sen shit!” I am not sure whether the
editor was referring to
ator is fond of uttering), and coming from a man who last June esteemed
the Kaimin or to the critisicisms
announced his support of Richard Nixon, should not be taken (sic) of the Publications Board,
but
I
have
my own opinion as to
too seriously.
the descriptions apply.
The hypocrisy demonstrated by the senior senator from Ore which
At any rate these remarks equal,
gon can be discerned quite easily. The most recent example, if they do not surpass, the quality
the editorial comments we have
of course, was his support last year of Nixon. In view of his of
had throughout the year. I am al
previous dovish position on Vietnam, his support of Nixon—a so
certain our self-styled journalis
man who recently said the United States could expect to be in tic Roger Ramjet will treat us to
of these high quality remarks
Vietnam another 10 years—leaves his integrity open to ques more
in his future editorials. It is also
tion.
gratifying to see the headline that
the
editor
“Stages Sit-in at Pub
During his historic June 20 announcement, Hatfield said he
Board” to assert his rights, espe
would support Nixon because. . . . ”
cially when one would expect the
sit-in at a Pub.
Well, he didn’t really have a reason.
MELVIN CROSS
“This is one of these political decisions you have to make,”
Jr., Econ.
he said.
SUPER SNIFFER
That statement makes sense, especially when the man who
It is said‘that the carnivorous
made it wanted to be vice president. Of course, he humbly pirhana fish of South America can
smell blood for 15 miles in the
added that no discussion of a Nixon-Hatfield ticket had been water.
discussed.
PROMPT WATCH A
“Some people are going to interpret this as a sellout,” he
JEWELRY REPAIR
said, in perhaps the understatement of the decade.
heinrich's
jewelers
Nelson Rockefeller, who had expected some support from
Hatfield, made the most relevant statement of the day after
he learned of Hatfield’s decision.
Next to Wilma Theater
“Well, i t ... means that Mark Hatfield has betrayed his own
integrity as far as his position on Vietnam is concerned,” he
said.
?.
So Hatfield threw his support behind Nixon, a man who
probably will keep The Republic embroiled in an immoral war
Remember
for at least another four years—until the' electorate, hopefully,
will throw the bum out.
JOHN or DAVE
Hatfield simply is not trustworthy. In light of his previous
543-4828
position on Vietnam, one can only conclude that Hatfield pros
tituted himself to gain power.
In 1967, he said, “The Republican Party has a unique respon
$25-$10,000
sibility to come up with a choice not an echo in 1968 on the
war and peace program and policy.” So, he supported Nixon.
He once contended, “We will not continue to send our boys
into a meat grinder of an Asian War.” So, he committed him
self to Nixon’s policy of continuation of the war.
But in light of past performances, even his 1968 sellout wasn’t
too surprising.
He was the same man who, after being a pledged Rockefeller
delegate in 1964, not only supported Barry Goldwater but cam
paigned for him.
He was the same “dove” who in 1966 advocated a blockade
of Vietnam “to keep our friends from supplying them.”
And in Missoula last week, he spoke of an end to the draft—
because it was something a university audience wanted to hear;
he spoke of idealism—because it was something a university
audience wanted to hear, and he spoke of “impractical” solu
tions to the nation's problems—because it was something a uni
versity audience wanted to hear.
The man’s hypocrisy is maddening.
“I have to face the reality that we either work within the
framework of our political structure to be of influence and try
to assist in getting these solutions to these problems, or we
stand on the sidelines and throw rocks,” he said last June dur
ing his immortal announcement.
If more politicians follow Hatfield’s example, and sacrifice
themselves to the God of Power while completely disregarding
the hopes and prayers of those who are sick and tired of the
present course America is rtaking, the rocks Hatfield was re
ferring to soon could become guns, and . . . .
Gary Langley

Contributing

Bail Bonds

ASUM PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENT*
THE FOURTH PART OF THE
Renoir-Godard Series

“ALPHAVILLE”

by Godard
University Center Ballroom—Admission Free
MONDAY, 7 P.M.

For
Your
Special
Sweetheart .

. .

Shop

B e tte J
fashion first
Holiday Village
Shopping Center

Rip up our instructions
on self-defense.
After all,
it’s Valentine’s Day.

W O R D E N ’S
Your Friendly Local Grocery
Open 8 a.m. -12 p.m.
7 Days a Week

Complete Line of Snacks
STOP IN FOR ALL SUPPLIES
BEFORE AND AFTER
THE MARDI GRAS
434 N. Higgins

Phone 9-9824

Normally, we insist th at every man read th e Instructions on selfdefense th at we put in every package of Hal Karate? After Shave
and Cologne. B ut we've got a h e a rt So on Valentine's Day, w e'd
like every woman to te ar our instructions to shreds. That way you
can give your guy Hai Karate, with som e instructions of your own.

Hai Karate-be carefulhow youuseit.

Inquisition o f Kaimin Generates Sorrow
To the Kaimin:
It is with great sadness that in
this century, this year, in an “in
stitution of higher learning” that
I watch this spectacle of sheer
idiocy in regard to the recent, in
quisitions of the Kaimin staff.
Central Board, or “those in
charge” if you will, seem to have
an extremely parochial view as to
what a newspaper is, or what it
should be. Indeed their idea is not
of a newspaper at all, but of a
mere bulletin board. Their main
objection to the Kaimin’s policy is
that it concerns itself too much
with worldly things and not
enough about what really interests
the average student; for instance,
whether we beat hell out of BozeThis opinion is so much bull
feces. They have lost sight of what
the Kaimin was meant to be; a
living laboratory for the training
of our future journalists. Can this
university in any feeling of pride
or principal stoop to act so low
and irresponsible as to foist upon
an unsuspecting country, an in
competent “journalist” who knows
little else but “Go Grizzlies” and
the vital statistics of a quarter
back.
Is this what Central Board
wants? Perhaps they couldn’t care
less, or know any better. But the
most important thing of all is; is
this what we want? We the stu
dents, not just the fraternities and
other myopic visionaries, but the
people who actually read it.
People! Look up. Look around.
Look, and see what is about you.
It is the world my son. The world.
It is a part of you, and you a part
of it. It is your dearest possesion.
Will you deny it? Would you pull
the blankets of apathy and igno

rance about your head? Student
unrest is spreading all over the
world. Your neighbor has been
given a life sentence for selling
weeds. A bill to lower the voting
and drinking age has been crushed.
Are you not interested? It concerns
you. These events are not of the
past nor of the nebulous future,
but are events that effect you and
I more than anyone else.
There are those who on hearing
this will bleat; yes, they are im
portant, but. But what? You say
if a newspaper dealt with such un
pleasant and un-American sub
jects, an unscrupulous few might
gain control of our young people’s
minds. Really! You think so little
of us. Are we mere children? We
who resist the Russian occupation
of Czechoslovakia? We who have
resisted countless other attempts
to smother the intellect? We who
have lifted man out of the bush
and onto the moon? No, you need
n’t worry about our gullibility. As
long as this country preserves the
right of expression, there will be
so much conflict of opinion (upon
which our fame is secured) that
we will only be able to follow that
which we choose, not what we may
be duped into.
This is what I wish for in a
newspaper. Not the candy coated
fairy tale of my own private club,
but a comprehensive analysis of
my world; the forces that influence
my life in the present, as well as
the future. Even if every news
paper in the country is seized by
left-wing socialists; let them. It
could be no worse than the jackboot of censorship, and it too
would pass with time.
THOMAS McLENNON
Freshman

Poetess Criticizes
Cynical Sarcasm
To the Kaimin:
To those who are anxious to
condemn;
Before you judge, consider care
fully those you judge. Be patient.
Strive to understand. And be as
anxious to forgive as you are to
find fault. If you must be quick to
damn another, consider the sensi
tivity of those you will hurt and
the harm you can do to yourself.
Take care not to destroy with your
criticism. Try rather to create.
I once wrote to a friend, who
like you, was too quick in his con
demnation, these lines:
“You
pushed and
pulled and
ripped at
my pride
and dripped salt
into my wounds
with words
of sarcasm
and anger
And i
Bleed
with hate.”
But NOTHING really matters,
does it?
SONJA GUNDERSON
Freshman
SPANISH SPANIEL
The English Toy Spaniel prob
ably first appeared in Spain. The
Pekingese-like nose of the King
Charles variety suggests that dogs
from China and Japan were later
bred in.

MONTANA KAIMIN

Factual Errors in P.E. A rticle Corrected
To the Kaimin:
Let me, please, correct three
misstatements by your reporter in
the news story on curriculum
changes which appeared in the
issue of February 12, 1969.
In my talk before the Student
Education Association I did not
say that the whole of the HPER
Department’s proposal d e a l i n g
with changes in the University re
quirements for physical education
received only a 5 to 4 vote of ap
proval by the University Curricu
lum Committee. Every part of the
HPER Department’s proposal was
passed on favorably and unani
mously by the Curriculum Com
mittee except for the recommenda
tion that veterans and students 27
years of age should no longer be
exempt from required HPER
courses. This part of the proposal,
and only this; part, received a 5 to
4 vote.
Neither did I say that the pro
posed changes in required HPER
courses have already been sent to
the Faculty Senate. All I said was
that the entire proposal will now
be sent at an appropriate time to
the Faculty Senate for its consid
eration.
Let me also clarify the follow
ing statement in the news story,
thta “the complaint about group
requirements is that they favor
students in the sciences while at
the same time are a disadvantage
to students in the arts and the
professional schools.” All I said
was that a common complaint on

my side of the campus against the
present set of groups requirements
is that they work disadvantageously against students in the Hu
manities, the Social Sciences and
in some of the schools.
I make these corrections, not to
find fault with your reporter, but
to correct any misunderstandings
among students and faculty that
the news story may have evoked.
By and large the story is accurate
and succinct.
WALTER N. KING
Department of English

Swim Fabrics
HELEN’S
MILL ENDS
614 S. HIGGINS
10% Student Discount

Shoe Repairing

Dyeing

Johnston’s
Shoes & Service
Holiday Village Center
Large Selection of
Purse Handles
Shoe Bows

a

(Have you seen Earnest? Tee hee.)

r r WILL TELL YOU
WHERE YOUR
FATHER’S HEAD IS!

Swing into Spring
with a coat by

Miss B.R.
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Your Headquarters
for all
Wig Service
Cleaning, Setting, Shaping

FAIRWAY SHOPPING CENTER
542-0011

we
PLAY

CUPID

Powerful Pulitzer Prize Drama

Death of a Salesman
Arthur Miller
ON STAGE • UNIVERSITY THEATER
Phone 243-4581 for seats • Students $1.00
Saturday, Sunday, Tuesday, etc.

YOUNG
ACTION
COAT!

LET US HELP MAKE IT A SPECIAL DAY
See Our Complete Line of Valentine
Cards and Gift Boxes

Here's where It tsl Front view
flaunts low-down pockets, tiny
half-belt, golden buttons and
buckle. In back: deep aprOn pleat
and deep yoke. Junior pet— in
W hite, Blue, Pink, Creme, Ala
baster, Coral. 3-13.

She'll Be Glad You Remembered!

DON’S
DRUG
1431 So. Higgins

G IF T S

Cecil's

FOR YOUR VALENTi NE
F r i d a y ,

F e b .

HAMMOND ARCADE

1 4 ,

1 9 6 9
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Montana State, Weber Entered

Intramural News, Schedule
SATURDAY
9 a.m.
Losers vs. SAE No. 2, MG
10 a.m.
ADC vs. Fom ok, MG
11 a.m.
“m E S S * H

H a w k s _______________________3
ICA P _______________________ 3
Fo m o k ----------------------------------3
S p o i le r s -------------------------------- 2
A D C -------------------------------------- 0
M e tr ic ----------------------------------- 0
T cim
haw keys lea g u ew

2
2
3
2
4
4

N Raiders vs. Fupe. MG _
Trojans vs. Forester's X

B u l l e t . ------------------- 5
p u m a s a s ------------------------------4

0
o

1 f e ta o W ave vs. T idal W ave, WO
ADer IV vs. Independent, MG

m X ° S £ ! ------------------------------5
.

J
4

2 Alpha N uevo vs. ALCU, MG
3 I S ? 8'3; VS' L° Vlng Frlenda'
Stonies vs. Fairw ay, MG
SPE vs. ATO, WC

T eam

„
WC

Eli’s Boys vs. Soul, MG
Fish vs. ROTC No. 2, FH

Fish *
.............. I . _____ _ ~ 4
1
SAE No. 2 __________________ 4
1
S hannon's ___________________ 3
2
Shockers ____________________ 3
2
F o rester’s Y _________________ 2
3
ROTC No. 2 _________________ 2
3
L a g n a f ______________________ 1
4
La T r o ja n ___________________ 1
4
L o s e r s _______________________1
4
SPARTAN LEAGUE
Team
W
L
Studs
. — ..........- . — .
6
0
Red and W h ite -----------------------4
1
T ipp -------------------------------------3
2
M is t a k e s ____________________ 2
2
M u s i c ----------------------------------- 2
2
A lpha Nuevo ________________ 1
3
ALCU ---------------------------------- 1
3
S u rfers ______________________1
3
Team BOILERMAKER LEAGUE
^
Buckeyes

8 I f D’s vs. Shannon’s. MG
La T roian va. SAE No. 3, FH

gan tacy

Rlgnet11611* W ave
2
Srced ______________________ 2
w h ite S tripes _______
.. 2 p ro
i
* 1 ------------------------ --— :— :
WOLVERINE LEAGUE
Team
W
F O M _______________________ 4
Outsiders __________________ 3
Bullwhips __________________ 3

....... .......... —

5
4

L
X
0
|
3
3
4
4
5
L
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
a

L
0
1
2

POSTERS!

\

-----------------«------------i

at

Next to Tremper’s Shopping Center

o3

The Bell

225 E. Broadway
Opposite Post Office
549-2181

L
0
1
2
2
2
2
3
4

He said the Grizzlies probably
would lack pitching depth but was
optimistic about the upcoming
season.
“If the hitting comes through,
we’ll have a good chance of taking
the Big Sky Conference,” Schoon
over said. “We have good reports
on a lot of our new players.”
Weber State and Idaho State
should have strong teams, he said,
since they are situated in better
baseball weather than UM or Mon
tana State.

asweewa
t yo
twinher

Give Your Best Girl...
Whitman’s Chocolates

IM BOWLING
10 a on.
W arriors vs. W esley House
SPE N ads vs. Fo rester’s X
In d ependent vs. DB’s
L agnaf No. 1 vs. ROTC No. 2
B ullw hips vs. A b er VI
12:45 p.m.
SN vs. SAE
PD T vs. SX
TX vs. DSP
SPE vs. ATO
PS K vs. AKL

AVAILABLE AT
Jack's Prescription Drive-In Drug
710 Orange St.

D on’t Laugh vs. RA’s
Elim inators vs. L agnaf No. 2
Doyle’s vs. ROTC No. 1
Medium 200’s vs. SAE No. 3

3 O’CLOCK PARTY

HAPPENING HOUR
3 to 4
FREE PRETZELS!

• HEIDELHAUS •

FREE Hats,
Noisemakers

TAPES

FREE Dinner Drawing
Hourly 6 to 9

Greg Devlin
Tonight!

c h e a p $ 4.00

_

AH Kinds of

FREE Horns
at 9:30

VALENTINE PARTY!
FREE Boxes of Candy
Hourly 9 to 2

Rolling Stone____35^ Tape D eck______ $150

nCen^ t n„
Rings

CHEAP Tape __ $4.50
CHEAP_$8.75

BRASS WATER PIPE, only $3.00
irk

EVERYBODY SELLS
JUST C A N D Y
We Sell
HAND ROLLED
HAND DIPPED
CHOCOLATES
(If You’re Giving
To Someone Special)

Candy

JIM ZARO
Has Improved
“You can look for a good per
formance from him in the 100yard freestyle,” he said.
This meet will be the final regu
lar season meet for the swimmers
before the conference champion-

JO IN T
EFFORT

4 — MONTANA KAIMIN

HAS THE WEATHER
RUFFLED YOUR FEATHERS ?
SPRUCE THEM UP

BADGER LEAGUE
Team
W
L
Aiax*Knlghta _
4
1
W hite P o w e r ------------------------- 4
1
3
I
ROTC N o. 1 -------------------------2
2
R
a id eVT
rs --------------------------------1n
A ha,
s 4
to d e p e n d ^ r ^ Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 0
6
BUCKEYE LEAGUE
Team
W
L
B o m b e r s ________________4
0
^ Q ' H a ^ i i 'Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 4
0
Rockets *
4
0
001’s ----------------------32
S t o n ie s --------------------------------1
2
Fairw ay ------------------------------- 1
3
G uanoes -------------------------------1
3
SPE In d e p e n d e n ts---------------- 0
1
Seven T u T u’s --------------------- 0
4
FRATERNITY LEAGUE
Team
W
§PE ------------------------------------ 4
SAE ------------------------------------ 3
PD T ________________________2
SX
~
I
_2
D S P _______________________ 2
S N ________________________ 2
ATO _______________________ 1
T X ________________________ 0

Mike Mills, Kurt von Tagen, Don
Keffler and Bill Daul in the dis
tance- freestyles; Joe Schoenig,
Loren Jacobsen and Rick Stevens
in the breaststroke; A1 Turner and
Ed O’Brien in the individual med
ley; Dennis Dorr in the diving;
Jerry Homstad in the butterfly,
and Dusty Bradley in the backstroke.

PAULI
LAUNDERCENTER

POSTERS!

Tapestries------$6, $8

ships, which will be held here
March 6-8.
The Grizzlies have shown much
improvement this season but have
not reached their peak, Stetson
said.
UM’s entries in today’s meet will
be Craig Jorgensen, Jim Zaro, Fred
Poole, Wade Roloson and Fred
Bischoff in the freestyle sprints;

2
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Baseball Team to B egin
H itting, F ielding Practice
UM’s varsity baseball players,
who have been conditioning since
Jan. 20, will begin hitting and
fielding practice next week.
The Grizzlies, coached by Frank
Schoonover, will open their season
in Las Vegas March 31 in the Ne
vada Southern Invitational Tour
nament.
Eleven veterans return from the
1968 team including pitchers Mike
Heroux and John Kidd; infielders
Harry Allen, Mike Hoonan and
Pat Shannon; outfielders Jim Ken
yon, Bob Glasgow, Tim Sampson
and Gordy McManus, and catchers
Bob Galbraith and Bob Atchison.
Three freshmen infielders—Ken
Wise of Missoula, Mike Houtonen
of Great Falls and Kirk John
son of Helena—have impressed
Schoonover.

The undefeated UM swimmers
will compete against Weber State
College and Montana State Uni
versity at 3 this afternoon at the
Grizzly Pool.
The Silvertips drubbed Weber
State 69-43 earlier in the season
and have not met the Bobcats, who
are not officially competing in Big
Sky swimming this season.
UM coach Fred Stetson said We
ber State has improved since the
previous meet in Ogden, Utah.
He praised UM swimmer Jim
Zaro for recent improvement.

i
1

Moving Friends --------------------- 3
§££,

SN vs. SPE, MG
SPE N ads vs. Stocks, FH
A
K
A
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Through Feb. 13
ELUNI LEAGUE
Team ,
W
X --------------------------5
Mesos -------------------------------4
™ g n ^ a V e -------------------------- 3
ISSN _ _ ------------------------------- 2
Micro W ave --------------------------2
Shooters ---------i--------------------- 1
K y House ----------------------- 1
Dismal Sw am p
—
. , . o
WILDCAT LEAGUE
Team
W
S to c k s -----------------------------------4
SPE N a d s ___________________ 4
G riffs ___________________
4
GDI’s _______ j _____________ 3

l

S K '* l„ i X ypllans -------------------5
I
K nee H l^h N a d .-------------------- 0
6
GOPHER LEAGUE
W
L

Signet vs. W hite Stripes, MG
La T rojan vs. Shan n o n s, WC
SUNDAY
1 pun.
SAE vs. SX, MG
Fuber vs. Rejects, WC
2 p jn .
TX vs. SN, MG
H eads vs. Buckeyes, WC
3 Jtom vs. Hawks, MG
G uanoes vs. 001’s, WC
4 p.m.
Advocates vs. Dumas 45, MG
SPE Independent vs. Seven T u T u’s,
WC
MONDAY
5 p.m.
B arry’s B allets vs. Dumas 45, MG
6 p.m.
, s f f i e ^ UF ^ S4 r ^ dY?Cr a S’ M°

Unbeaten Swimmers to Compete
In 3-School Meet Here Today

Friday, Feb. 14, 1969
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Vikings Edge UM 84-83
PORTLAND, Ore. — The Mon
tana Grizzlies blew a 10-point
lead with four minutes left and
lost to Portland State 84-83 in a
wild basketball game here last
night.
The outcome of the contest was
in doubt until the finish as each
team drew a technical.foul in the
final 11 seconds.
Portland State capitalized on
missed free throws and UM turn
overs to overtake the Grizzlies,
who led by as much as 12 points
in the second half, late in the
game.
The Vikings’ leading scorer,
Leon Edmonds, not expected to
play because of illness, came off

Senators Hire
Ted Williams
As Manager
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ted
Williams, the controversial slug
ger who once said “you couldn’t
pay me enough to manage” a ma
jor league baseball team, has been
named manager of the hapless
Washington Senators.
The 50-year-old Williams, one
of baseball’s greatest hitters and
the last to hit .400, accepted what
he called “the most fantastic offer
I’ve ever received” from the Sena
tors’ new owner, Bob Short, yes
terday.
Terms of the contract were not
disclosed, but a source close to
Williams, a member of the Hall
of Fame, said he signed a long
term pact. The source said it was
a price Williams “just couldn’t
turn down.”
The appointment of the former
Boston star matched the recent
coup by the Washington Redskins
of the National Football League in
grabbing the fabulously successful
Vince Lombardi as their coach.

the bench to score 22 points. It
was his basket that gave the Port
land club an 84-83 lead with a
minute left. After UM lost the ball
on a turnover, PSU stalled, only
to lose the ball when a Viking
shot remained balanced on the
base of the rim. Coach Marion
Pericin was tagged with a techni
cal foul for protesting when the
officials awarded Montana the
ball.
UM’s Harold Ross, however,
missed the free throw but the
Grizzlies still retained possession
of the ball. Montana then drew
a technical for calling more than
the alloted five timeouts.
Portland State missed the free
throw but stalled out the final 11
seconds.
The game was close in the first
half as Montana led 38-36 at half
time, capitalizing on Steve Brown’s
12 points.
Ross led the Grizzly surge early
in the second half. The junior
guard had 25 points for the night,
including 17 in the second half.
\ The Grizzlies, whose record
dropped to 7-13, lost their 10th
straight game. They will return to
Big Sky Conference play next Fri
day, traveling to Spokane, Wash.,
for a pair of games with Gonzaga.
On Feb. 24, the Montana team
will play the University of Idaho
in Moscow.
Conference leader Weber State
will play the Tips in Missoula
Feb. 28-29.

The scoring summary:
M O N T A N A (83): Ro s s 25,
Brown 15, Moore 14, Wetzel 12,
Yule 7, Rhinehart 6, Heroux 2
and Gustafson 2.
PORTLAND STATE (84): Ed
monds 22, McClendon 15, Suloff
13, Deurwaarder 10, Mandic 8,
Armstrong 6, Blackford 4, Gal
braith 2 and Brown 4.

Grizzlies Meet
Idaho, EWSC
This Weekend
The Grizzly wrestlers, still ham
pered by illness and injury, will
face the University of Idaho in
Moscow tonight and Eastern
Washington State College tomor
row in Cheney, Wash.
Montana’s entries by weight
class will be as follows:
123, Jim McCormick or Wayne
Neyematsu; 130, Ken Yachechak;
137, Wayne Monts; 145, Wayne
Mathews; 152, Tom Cooper; 160,
Doug Robbins; 167, Steve Baldock;
177, Ron Mehrens, and heavy
weight, Larry Stranahan or Ray
Stachnik.
Coach Mick Delaney said Rob
bins, Mehrens, Stachnik and
Stranahan may not wrestle be
cause of injuries and illness.

Stop In and See . . .
^

Records

$4.49
Lightning Napkins__________
Leadbelly_____________________ $3.49
The New Rock & Roll Ensemble........ $3.49
The New York Electric String Ensemble $3.49
Complete Horowitz Collection

fa New Art Show

Featuring Terry Melton and James Poor

fa Fun Surprises

Antiques
Jewelry
, Pottery
Posters
Free Coffee

THE CARTWHEEL

Levi's

SEE R O N
for your
FREE ESTIMATE

Be
Wise!

PAINT & REPAIRS

RON’S Auto Refinishers
PAINT and BODY SHOP
MIDDLESEX and STRAND
PH. 549-2347
MISSOULA, MONTANA
HOME 549-8092

Cowboy Boots Are In!. . .
AT BARRY’S SHOES

STA-PREST.

LEVI'S
CHEQUES
Fam ou s s lim , trim L e v i’s le a n s s ty lin g
in c le a n , b rig h t p la id s fo r to d a y ’s hot*
te s t fash io n look. C a re fre e b e c a u s e
th e y ’r e L e v i’s S ta -P r e s t

Waists 27-36
Lengths 27-32

Barry's
Shoes

108 W. MAIN
3-8422

$

8.00

men’s store

HOLIDAY VILLAGE

Weekdays 10-9

Saturdays 10-6
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Hatfield Asks World Police Force
Editor’s Note: Sen. Mark O. Hatfield, a maverick Republican
who hails from Dallas, Ore., spoke last week on the UM cam
pus.
Since his election to the Senate in 1966, he has been one of
the foremost critics of the draft, the Vietnam war and U. S.
foreign policy.
Although he announced at the Republican National Conven
tion that he was available for nomination to the vice presidency
in 1968, he insists that he’s not after the job in the near future.
“Mr. Agnew looks in perfect health to me,” he explains.
Following are excerpts from a press conference Sen. Hatfield
held following his address.
By T.J. GILLES
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
Q.: Tou have advocated the
United Nations as a solution to
the world’s problems. What im under the sponsorship of the Unit
provements do you feel should be ed Nations.
made to insure the U.N.’s effec
Q: You have said that you do
tiveness?
not agree with the Supreme Court’s
A: They could perhaps draft a ban on recited prayers in school,
totally new body. Secondly, I think yet you oppose the Dirksen
we ought to strive to establish, as Amendment, which would allow
soon as possible, a world police such prayers in public schools.
force that would be used under How do you defend this position
the multi-lateral and multi-na on the Dirksen Amendment?
tional supervision of the United
A: Yes, I said that I did not
Nations to handle these various agree with the interpretation of
brush fires as they pop up.
the Supreme Court’s ruling on a
I have advocated, for instance, . ban on prayers in schools. I be
an international peace corps which lieve people have misread it.
The Supreme Court didn’t ban
would be patterned after our own
national peace corps but be multi praying in school. It didn’t ban the
national. It would be under the use of the Bible as a book of liter
supervision of the United Nations, ature, as a book of history, as a
bringing together young people book of religion. They didn’t ban
from many countries, working to that at all. They banned the idea
gether cooperatively on projects of a prescribed, compulsory prayer.
That’s in keeping with our con
stitutional founders and their be
lief in separation of church and
state. There’s nothing at all in the
Warren Court’s decision that is
other than in keeping with the
statements Madison made prior to
his writing, of the Bill of Rights

and the matter of the role of re
ligion.
I oppose the Dirksen Amend
ment or any other pious proclama
tion trying to bring the people of
this country back to God or to re-

Q. Do you think in the near fu
ture that the relations between the
United States and Cuba may be
improved?
A: I think they’re bound to im
prove. They couldn’t get any
worse. We have tried to play this
political isolation policy in an ef
fort to quarantine a certain politi
cal regime. It’s never worked. It
didn’t work when President Hoo
ver and Henry Stimson attempted
it in Manchuria and it hasn’t
worked in the more recent experi
ence in Cuba.
Our isolationist policy is giving
the Cuban regime a tremendous
propaganda tool.

I’m not saying that we must
rush into Cuba with open arms
and embrace them and indicate by
that that we’re proving our sin
cerity, but I think we have to re
educate ourselves. We have to get
across to the public that political
recognition does not denote ap
provaL
We’ve got to recognize that there
are forces within these countries
that could be encouraged, not nec
essarily in terms of revolution but
certainly in terms of providing
political adversity and political op
position.
(Continued on Page 7)

P A N C A K E S !
$1.00

Sun., Feb. 16

5 to 7 p.m.

DELTA DELTA DELTA
501 UNIVERSITY
A ll You Can Eat!

Beginner's
Special!
S

n

o

w

J
ligion through the constitutional
process. Religion is a voluntary,
personal thing. Government has no
role in such coercion..

$ 4 .9 5

—S U N D A Y —
SKI RENTAL - LESSON
ROPE TICKET

B o w l
missoula, montana

SPECIAL SKI SCHOOL
DEMONSTRATION

THE SPARKLE
Rough Dry 1st 10 lbs.—$1."25
Self-Service Dry Cleaning—$2.00 A Load
— FINISH LAUNDRY —
NEW WESTINGHOUSE WASHERS
Selective Water Temperature Control
DRIERS 10l a load at

G u a rd Y o u r Cash W ith

THE SPARKLE
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
814 S. Higgins

SONY SOLID STATE
HIGH-FIDELITY
STEREO COMPONENTS

RIGHT-TO-THE-PENNY
Four Convenient
Locations
• Holiday Village
V East Broadway
• West Broadway

S
'
B
4

• Bud Lake Village

THE SIgN OF GOOD FOOD
6 __MONTANA KAIMIN
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Superb performer. 110 watts IHF into 8 ohms drives
any speaker system. Picks up weakest signals.
Insensitive to overload. Exclusive solid-state iJ.
filters — remarkable selectivity and stereo separation.
Automatic stereo reception; zero-center tuning meter;
front-panel headphone jack; switches for tape
monitoring, muting, speaker selection, tape head or
aux. input, loudness, etc. Sng. list $399.50

M a k e n o m is ta k e s a b o u t T h rif tiC h e c k : I t is t h e s im 
p le s t, s u r e s t w a y t o p a y p e r s o n a l b ills . W ith T h r if ti—
C h e c k s y o u 'l l m a k e n o m i s t a k e s a b o u t b u d g e t s , t a x
d e d u c ti o n s o r b ill
ex a c t

p e n n y ,

w o rry n o

p a y m e n ts . Y o u

n e v e r

s h o rt-c h a n g e d .

o v e rp a y

G o n e

a re

b ills

p a y

b ills t o

a n d

m is p la c e d

a re

b ill

th e

n e v e r

re c e ip ts ;

m o r e w h e t h e r a b i l l w a s p a i d . N o t h i n g is -

lo s t, m o r e is s a v e d p a y in g b ills w ith a T h r if tiC h e c k *

Come In And Hear The
Very Finest in Stereo Components

the music center
HOLIDAY VILLAGE
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WESTERN montananational BANK
5 4 9 - 6 1 4 5

Senator Believes in Black Power
(Continued from Page 6)
Q : On a similar note, what about
o n r. relations with Rhodesia?
There’s an embargo with Rhodesia
as ordered by President Johnson
in compliance with a United Na
tions order. Can yon foresee any
softening along that line in the
near future?
A: I think when we are a party
to a multi-national decision to im
pose certain economic restrictions
based upon the rationale of that
moment that we should uphold it.
But that doesn’t mean that we
don’t review it and perhaps seek
to change it,
I’ve never been one who be
lieves that you can correct or per
suade a person or country to
change by isolating yourself from
them. You’re going to resolve peo
ple’s differences by interchange,
by exchange, by dialogue. I just
believe in communication.

Q. President Eisenhower warned
about the industrial-military com
plex. In view of the recent decision
to hold back on the anti-ballistic
missile system, do you feel that
perhaps the people are beginning
to understand what Mr. Eisen
hower was talking about?
A: Some may, but I don’t be
lieve the general population has
become much aware of this yet.
I think that the general reaction
is in the cost area. I think tax
payers are getting awfully tired of
the high tax bills and I think

they’re asking more and more
questions that relate to their sons.
The people are tired, they’re fed

It’s the

Campus Clipper
Barber Shop
for
Razor Cuts, Sculpturing
and Styling
by Chuck Crocker
HAIRPIECES FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
• Wigs
• Wiglettes
• Cascades
• Falls
• Toupees

up, they’ve had their fill of this
whole matter of this war and the
bloodshed and the endless involve
ment. They’re tired of the war with
this $30 billion dollars that’s going
down the rathole in Vietnam this
year, especially when they see the
needs of their communities, their
own families, and this nation.
Q: What effects do you think
the Black Power movement will
have on the civil rights crisis in
this country?
A: I believe in Black Power.
When I talk about Black Power,
I’m talking about the black man
in our country having an economic,
social and political voice that is in
the mainstream of the whole so
ciety and is not having to try to

I
I
I
I

•
•
•
•

imitate whitey in order to get rec
ognition and status.
I’m an integrationist at this
point, but I’m much more open
minded on the segrationist con
cepts than I was, say, a year ago.
Maybe the separatists are right.
Maybe they feel that no matter
how much they integrate within
the white man’s society they’re al
ways under the power of the white
There are those who argue that
they ought to get the black man
out into a separatist society where
he can achieve and be in his own
status, not in competition with the
white man but only within his own
black group. I don’t know, maybe
they’re right.

G O O D REA D IN G A T RUDY'S
Soul on Ice by Eldridge Cleaver_________ $1.95
Overlive by William. M. Birenbaum______ $1.95
Summerhill by A. S. Neill_____________ $1.95
True Grit by Charles Portis______________ 95^
RUDY'S NEWS
“PAPERBACK BOOKS AT POPULAR PRICES”

O pen from 8:30 to 5:30
T uesday th ro u g h Satu rd ay

Corner of McLeod and Helen
One Block from Lodge
Parking Lot

Sweethearts
Like Our Sundaes
HANSEN'S
ICE CREAM

-ADVERTISEMENTSTUDY IN
GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
The Guadalajara S u m m e r
School, a fully accredited Uni
versity of Arizona program,
conducted in cooperation with
professors from Stanford Uni
versity, University of Califor
nia, and Guadalajara, will offer
June 30 to August 9, art, folk
lore, geography, history, lan
guage and literature courses.
Tuition, board and room is $290.
Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, P.O,
Box 7227, Stanford, Calif. 94305

Try
For
. .
. .
. .

Som ething D ifferen t . . .
Professionally Trained California
. Hairstyling
Call for Appointments
. Contour Cuts
LOU MARSHALL
. Razor Cuts
549-4295 or Drop In

POST OFFICE BARBER SHOP
301 N. Pattee
Opposite Post Office

519 So. Higgins

BY DEFINITION
MEATS

Elephantine
Yo-yo Tested
NEW YORK (AP)—A giant Yo
yo, maybe to end all Yo-yo’s, made
a 10-floor descent in an experi
ment at the Dalton School Wed
nesday and made it back by all
but a few inches.
Faculty members and boys and
girls of the private school on East
89th Street stood agape on the
sidewalk as 13-year-old Anthony
Cahan readied his 15-foot, fourpound plywood Yo-yo at a 10th
floor window. Bets were taken, with the fac
ulty betting “no” and the students
“yes.”
A test flight was made. Then
Anthony really let out the nylon
line. The orange and pink-flowered
device plummeted earthward, rose
to the seventh floor, dipped to the
fourth, then zoomed to the 10th
floor window sill where it was
quickly hauled in.
“It’s kind of a heroic concept,”
said headmaster Donald Barr. “The
largest Yo-yo in the world.”
Said young Cahan: “I like to
build things, I guess. And I love
flowered Yo-yo’s.”

FISH SMOKING
•
Locker Beef
Processed
49c lb. Half or Whole
47c on Fronts
59c on Hinds
•
Lockers

•

Eggs
3 dozen for $1
•
Open Daily
Free Coffee & Donuts

STYLE:

IRON-POINTED in s t r u m e n t f o r w r it in g o n w a x

STYLE:

d is t in c t io n , e x c e l l e n c e , o r ig in a l it y , a n d c h a r 
a c t e r IN ANY FORM OR ARTISTIC OR LITERARY EX

PRESSION

STYLE:
STYLE:

THE WAY IN WHICH ANYTHING IS MADE OR DONE

d is t in c t io n a n d e l e g a n c e o f m a n n e r a n d b e a r in g

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Brooks Street
Lockers

STYLE:

FORM OF ADDRESS; TITLE, AS, HE IS ENTITLED TO THE
STYLE OF MAYOR

STYLE:

SHOES FROM ANGELO’S SHOE DEPARTMENT

230** Brooks
543-5280
(Behind Eddy's Bakery)

Sponsored by Neil Rush
of Merilee Rush and the Turnabouts

MIRKWOOD
SLOW COACH

ROCK &
ROLL
DANCE

MONK’S CAVE

F lo ry 's
AT
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M IS S O U L A , M O N T A N A

111 E. MAIN
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CONCERNING U

U.S. Sailors
Receive Icy
Turk Hello

• Letters of application for tary; Robert HungerfOrd, corre
Montana Kaimin managing editor, sponding secretary, and Duane
sports editor and news editor are Jones and Fred Watson, masters
due at the ASUM offices by 4 p.m. of rituals.
Tuesday, when interviews will be
• Applications f o r Freshman
conducted.
Camp Chairman will be available
Applicants for these positions at the UC Information desk today
ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP)—The must
have
served
on
the
Kaimin
U.S. 6th Fleet is receiving a du staff or have similar experience, through Feb. 21.
• Ten .new members will be in
bious welcome in this eastern must be familiar with the duties
member of the North Atlantic of the position and must have a itiated today into the Druid So
Treaty Organization where its 2.5 GPA. Proposed salaries are $90 ciety, a forestry honorary. They
presence has triggered four days per month for managing editor, $75 are: Ray Stewart, Bill Krech,
Buckhahn, Craig Thomas,
of anti-American demonstrations.
for sports editor and $55 for news Roger
Roger Kesting, Doug Ford, Joe
The sailors had hoped to en editor.
Bortz, Don Whyde, Walt Briggs
joy the sights of this colorful
•
Applications
for
Orientation
and
Walt
Jakubowski.
Bosporous port during their week- Week group leaders are available
• Tickets for tonight’s Mardi
long visit. But they have been at the Information Desk in the UC.
Gras are now on sale at the UC In
sealed off in the dock area by
• Alpha Kappa Lambda fra formation Desk.
Turkish troops and police anxious ternity
purchased two adjoin
• “Open City” will be shown
to avoid any direct clash between ing lotshas
at the corner of Univer tonight at 7 p.m. in the University
the sailors and rioting students.
sity and Higgins avenues as a lo Center ballroom. Admission price
Civilians have been barred from cation for construction of their is 50 cents.
the disembarkation zone where the fraternity house.
• Terri Doremus and Bill Shryaircraft carrier Forrestal and three
James MacKenzie, AKL presi
UM seniors in drama, are in
destroyers are anchored. Sailors dent, said the lots cost a total of ock,
a creative dramatics pro
given shore leave have to travel $57,000. Contract negotiations for structing
for young children, spon
by special bus to recreation cen the construction of the house gram
by the Missoula YWCA.
ters set up by U.S. Information should be completed in two weeks, sored
The drama class, open to pre
Agency officials. They were not and construction of the house school
a n d students
allowed to stroll about the city on should begin in March, weather through children
the second grade, is de
their own.
permitting. The house should be signed primarily to allow children
In Ankara, 400 students marched finished by September he said.
to learn to express themselves,
to the headquarters of American
A t present, the AKL fraternity Miss Doremus said.
military forces in Turkey and does not have a house.
In these classes, Miss Doremus
staged a demonstration against the
• Ted F. Silvey, long.- time said, each child expresses himself
6th Fleet.
spokesman for the AFL-CIO, will as he creates characters, action
They acted after a young Turk, lecture at 8 p.m. Monday about and dialogue as guided by the
who had vowed to commit suicide race, poverty and the labor un leader.
because of the visiting American ion in the UC conference rooms.
The six-week program begins
ships, failed in his attempt.
• Special lighting effects and tomorrow at 9 a.m. at the YWCA,
A prime reason for the hostile fireworks will highlight the per 600 S. Orange St.
reception given the Americans is formance of “The Emperor of Ice
• Paul Bjerke, formerly of St.
a deep-rooted belief here that the Cream” at a concert presented by Paul, Minn., has been named an
6th Fleet prevented Turkish forces the University Choir Sunday at accountant in the UM business of
from landing on the Mediter 8:15 p.m. in the Music Recital Hall. fice.
ranean island of Cyprus during
Mr. Bjerke replaces D a v i d
A choral work by Mike Rosbarthe battle between Greek and sky,
UM graduate student in music, Greaves, who has taken an ac
Turkish Cypriot elements there in will be performed by the choir counting position in Seattle, Wash.
1964.
A 1962 graduate of the Univer
which sings at the Newman Cen
of North Dakota at Grand
ter. They will be accompanied by sity
Forks, Mr. Bjerke served as an ac
a percussion ensemble composed of countant
for Murphy Motor Freight
George Andrix, Steve Armstrong,
Kristin Forssen, Briant Oblad, Lines in Saint Paul before coming
to Missoula.
Steve Van Meter and Rosbarsky.
TODAY
• New officers of Alpha Kappa
Intervarsity Christian Fellow Psi, professional business frater
ship, 7:30 pjn., UCCF House.
nity, are Russell Hughes, president;
Richard Everett, vice-president;
MONDAY
WitA Council and Board, 4:30 Patrick Rudolph, recording secrep.m., WC.
Nine students were fined $87 by
Traffic Board yesterday afternoon.
Those fined were:
Richard
Gelardin, $6, no decal
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
and parking in a faculty lot; Cath
erine Young, $15, no decal and
Each line (5 w ords average)
first Insertion __________ 1---------- 20#
parking in a no-parking zone;
Each consecutive insertion_________10#
TODAY
Verne Gallup, $13, no decal and
The State Examiner’s Office, overtime parking; Barbara Bell,
D eadlines: N oon th e day preceding
publication
Helena, will interview seniors in $12, no decal and parking in a no
accounting for positions as deputy parking zone; Rodney Shepherd,
If erro rs a re made in advertisem ent,
im m ediate notice m ust be given the
state examiners.
$ 1, overtime parking; G e n e
publishers since w e a re responsible for
MONDAY
only one Incorrect insertion.
Thompson, $26, no decal and park
Libby Public Schools will inter ing in a no-parking zone; Randy
I. LOST AND FOUND
view teacher candidates for the Schliebe, $1, overtime parking;
LOST: E ngagem ent ring, rew ard. 2431969-70 school year. Openings are William Lay, $1, overtime park
4487.____________________________ 56-flc
anticipated in the elementary ing, and William Crawford, $12,
3. PERSONALS
schools and in the language-arts no decal and overtime parking.
FEMALE ROOMMATE to sh a re ren t,
Traffic Board said decals are re
areas of the secondary schools.
$42.50, call 728-2392. ____________ 51-tfc
The Phoenix >of Hartford Insur quired on cars parking in the me
ROOMMATE w anted, co-ed, 534 E.
ance Co., Great Falls, will inter tered lot behind the UC. Those
F ro n t #1, evenings.
54-4c
"GO GET YOURSELF an o th er drink,
view seniors for trainee positions. without decals will be fined.

CALLING U

Traffic Board

ASUM Program Council’s

MOVIE OF THE WEEK
Italian

“OPEN CITY”
Friday, 7 p.m.
University Center Ballroom Admission 50^

For YOUR Valentine
fa n n y fa r m

e r

Candies

Western Pharmacy
Opposite the Post Office

DEXTER
FASHIONS THE
ALL-WEATHER
DEFENSE

Placement
Center

DEXTER

honey, a nd stop being so dam ned selfcentered.” "D eath of a Salesm an" tells
it like it is a t 8 :15 p .m. tom orrow in th e
U niversity T heater.______________57-lc
6 .

T Y

P I N

... COMPONENTS
STEREO
SYSTEM...

G

TYPING, form er corp o rate secretary.
549-6704._________________________ 2-tfc
TYPING, fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.________________________ 12-tfc
TYPING fast. A ccurate. 543-7482. 21-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Homer W illiamson. 235
D earborn. 549-7818.
23-tfc
T y p i n g . E xperienced. 549-7282. 24-tfc
EXPERT TYPING. IBM E lectric. Mrs.
McKinsey. 549-0805.
36-tfc
T y p i n g . 549-2953.
36-tfc
TYPING 549-0251._______________ 36-tfc
EMERG. TYPING, 24-hour service.
549-0844.______________________ 57-5C

9. WORK WANTED
BABYSITTING, ironing o r sewing.
728-2565._________________________56-5c

10. TRANSPORTATION
NEED RIDE to C ut B ank th is w eekend.
Call Dianna, 243-4896,____________56-2c

17. CLOTHING
Specialize in m en’s and w om en’s alte r
ations. 543-8184.__________________3-tfc

18. MISCELLANEOUS
BABYSITTING in my home. P re fe r
Child 3 to 4 years. Call 549-6958. 54-4c

21. FOR SALE
LUCYS. 320 N. Higgins, fo r outstanding
gifts—dishes, stainless steel, w all decor
an d linens in addition to fine fu ra ltu re.
_________________________8-tfc
HAND-CARVED ONYX Chess se t and
bookends. See a t Book Bank,
54-4c
1954 FORD $30. 549-8583._________ 55-3c
PORTABLE STEREO-RADIO combo.
$70: records—jazz, folk, rock; 1955
C hrysler Deluxe, $150. See a t 510 So.
6th E., basem ent a partm ent.
57-Sc

22. FOR RENT
F u r n i s h e d r o o m w ith kitchen,
lau ndry facilities, $33. 549-3443, Sat. o r
Sun.
57-lc
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This Week’s Special:"
• GARRARD SLX Changer with Dust Cover
and Base
• PICKERING Magnetic Cartridge with Dia
mond Needle
• STANDARD 35 Watt Solid State Amplifier
• CORAL Hi Fidelity Speakers in Genuine
Walnut Cabinets
See Our Other
Fine Audio Components
including
•
•
•
•
•

ALTEC LANSING
DUAL
KENWOOD
SONY
AND MANY OTHERS

Missoula’,
New

Friday, Feb. 14, 1969

Only

$ 1 9 8 00
complete

SOUND SHOP
KOSKI TV

541 So. Higgins

Weather: do your damdest! Dexter’s All-Weather
Defense can’t be beat. Wipe ’n wear Corfam® means
you can wear ’em in rain, shine or snow without
worry. The natural good looks of Dexter last and
last. In any weather.

DIXON & HOON
133 N. Higgins Ave.
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CB Improvement Pending Soon
By JAN DAVIS
Montana Kaimin Associate Editor
Central Board is two meaning
less words to most students.
Perhaps the fact that Central
Board directly involves only 27
students in its meetings is the
cause for this non-identification of
students with Central Board.
This is one explanation—the one
Central Board members use to con
vince themselves. The other one,
according to John Barsness, ASUM
business manager, is that Central
Board does nothing relevant or im
portant to the students.
The structure of ASUM and
Central Board involves a stagger
ing number of committees, com
mittee chairmen, committee mem
bers, ASUM sponsored groups and
activities.
Using the structure of high
school student government as a
point of reference, the Associated
Students of the University of Mon
tana corresponds to a high school
student government, while Central
Board corresponds to a high school
student council.
BETST SCANLIN, Publications Board commissioner, makes a point
at Wednesday’s Central Board meeting. Bill Schaffer, junior delegate,
CB is composed of four officers,
listens. (Staff Photo by Helen Ahlgren.)
three representatives for each of
four classes and eleven commis
sioners. In addition, CB supports Bill Schaffer and Gary Thogersen, Board, he inevitably points with
financially 15 other organizations and senior delegates, Pat Hughes, pride to the fact that students are
including Leadership Camp, Mon Bruce McKenzie and Sheena Wil- now voting members on facility
tana Kaimin, Sentinel, The Book,
committees.
Program Council and Freshmen
The class delegates are required
Most students have worked
Camp.
to belong to at least one commis through academic affairs commis
The officers, president, vice- sion and the senior delegates gen sion to work on changing the cur
president, secretary and business erally head one of the major riculum. Faculty Senate, like Cen
manager, receive full-tuition schol ASUM committees, such as elec tral Board, has myriads of com
arships as payment for their work. tions.
mittees which consider the lesser
In the case of an out-of-state stu
Other voting members of Cen business and make recommenda
dent, this payment is $202.50 a tral Board, besides the class dele tions and students now sit on these
quarter, while Montana officers gates and officers, are the eleven committees. They have been on
receive $130 a quarter. This year commissioners. They are Kim committees which have considered
Ed Leary is president, Steve Mechlin, alumni; Joe Mazurek, changing the P. E. requirement,
Brown, vice president; Gail Aa- auxiliary sports; Ann Akin, fine f o r e i g n language requirement,
berge, secretary, and John Bars arts; Bruce Gray, traditions; Gary English requirement, and group
ness, business manager.
Lowe, planning; Ray Waters, field requirements. Although students
One peculiarity exists in the house and physical plant; Mark will not be able to claim any
election of class delegates. Every Agather, athletics; George Kani- revolutionary changes in the cur
time class delegates are chosen, shero, Missoula and Montana af riculum if they do happen, at least
the student receiving the most fairs; Noreen Leary, student serv student views are being heard.
votes receives a two-year term.
ices; Betsy Scanlin, publications,
Publications B o a r d approves
This year, the freshman dele and Marty Melosi, academic af staff appointments for the Garrett,
gates are John Hanson, Nick fairs.
Sentinel and Montana Kaimin.
Jacques and Lee McAllister; soph
By far the most active commis Board members have also tried to
omore delegates, Rick Applegate, sion this year has been academic set policy guidelines for the Mon
Dave Gorton and Mike Morrison; affairs. When Leary talks about tana Kaimin which in the past
junior delegates, Chuck Briggs, the accomplishments of Central have met with little success.

Feiffer

Other commissioners such as
traditions board and alumni com
mission, seem to be busy only sev
eral times a year, when new cheer
leaders are chosen and during
homecoming.
Commissions such as field house
and physical plant and fine arts
commission function best as oneman committees that talk to the
administration concerning prob
lems in their area. For example,
as CB members questioned park
ing policies and the establishment
of parking areas, Waters investi
gated the matter for CB through
J. A. Parker, physical plant direc
tor. In the same vein, Miss Akin,
as fine arts commissioner, brings
complaints and proposals from
Dean Charles Bolen of the School
of Fine Arts to CB.
Mazurek oversees the auxiliary
sports budget of about $5,000
which goes primarily to the sup
port of the intramural program
and minor sports such as skydivers
and soccer.
The student services commission
previously has done little, but this
year commissioner Noreen Leary
has been busy allotting the space
for student organizations in the
activities area of the UC. She also
is a committee member with the
administration on the Student Fa
cilities Council.
Fall quarter, the MissoulaMontana Affairs Commission or
ganized the campaign to encourage
voters to support Referendum 65,
the six-mill tax which goes to the
support of the Montana University
System. The commission also did
the extensive planning of the cam
paign to lower the voting age to 19.
This commission was new last
year when it was primarily con
cerned with attending Missoula
city council meetings. This year,
however, the commission seems to
have found itself a valuable place
as state public relations director
for the UM students.
Planning Board functions almost
as an executive committee. It
proposes needed constitutional
changes.
Planning Board is now consid
ering major constitutional changes
which would change the represen
tation system on CB. Four plans

are now being considered, but each
proposes that commissioners be
appointed by the president and
have no vote on CB.
Until spring quarter of 1967, of
ficers and class delegates were the
votings members, and numerous
committee chairmen, who had no
vote, were selected by Central
Board. The commissioner system
was instituted, according to Bars
ness, so a more representative sys
tem would exist on CB. Members
felt the 12 class delegates under
the previous system did not repre
sent the students adequately.
Barsness said the commissioner
system has worked in one way, but
their primary reason for existence
—to have more representatives of
the students on Central Board—
isn’t working, because the com
missioners don’t really represent
anyone.
Barsness added that some highcaliber students who would make
excellent commissioners will not
run in a popular election, thus
cheating CB of some well-qualified
members.
Three, of the four proposals
would shift the basis of represen
tation from the present class sys
tem.
The recommendations r a n g e
for each sorority and fraternity
from each sorority and fraternity
house to an involved system with
a base number of one representa
tive for each 200 students including
Missoula and married students.
Barsness said he thought CB
would change the commissioners to
non-voting members appointed by
the president and not change the
class representative system.
The two faculty members serv
ing as advisers to QB this year
are John Wicks, professor of eco
nomics, and Robert Lindsay, pro
fessor of history.
Mr. Wicks, who is serving his
second year as adviser, said he is
disappointed in CB’s ability to
analyze a problem or important
issue and make a recommendation.
He said he becomes more disillu
sioned with every meeting he at
tends.
Fall quarter, Central Board
members seemed concerned that
(Continued on page 11)

Computer Programs U Students
By KAREN PECK
Special to the Montana Kalinin
Jones, Robert E., came to the
University of Montana with a nu
merical personality. His major
field and vocational choice were
numbers seven and eight. His level
of aspiration was three. His aca
demic goals were nine; his voca
tional goals were nine; his social
goals were two, and his atypical
goals were nine. His vocational
role was two. His financial needs
were two and three. Also included
in this numerical makeup of Jones,
Robert E., were numbers describ
ing his extracurricular plans and
skills, his work plans during col
lege, his high school achievements,
and predictions for his academic
success in college.
At the University, Jones was
assigned to an adviser, a faculty
member in Jones’ major field who
would help him plan his college
curriculum. The adviser, upon
studying the numerical data de
scribing Jones, thus became aware
of Jones’ hopes and dreams for
college and his career and his
probable success in college. He in
terpreted Jones’ numbers to mean
this: Jones wanted to become a
history professor with a Ph. D. He
also hoped to improve his ability
to think and reason, to broaden his
intellectual and cultural interests,
to attain specific skills necessary
for college, to learn to deal with
political and social injustice, to
develop personal independence and
self-reliance, and to find causes he
r e a l l y believed. The adviser
learned that Jones hoped to earn
scholarships and planned to work
while in school, as well as join in
. extracurricular activities. From all
this information, the adviser could
then suggest a curriculum of
studies which would help Jones
come closest to his goals and also
'be within his abilities.
Jones’ numerical personality was
a product of the many questions
he answered on his ACT (Ameri
can College Testing) test while he
was a senior in higfi school. This
test is required to be taken by
every student entering the Univer
sity of Montana, as well as other
colleges throughout the United
States. Most students take the test
while they are seniors, but some
may choose to take it upon enter
ing the college. Though there are
several other testing services in
the United States, the University
of Montana relies upon the ACT
tests because through research
they have been found to be as ef
fective, if not more effective, than
other educational planning tests.

The ACT scores, however, do not an effective study routine. Jones’ predicting freshman performance used in many ways at the Uni
have to be the student’s ultimate score in natural sciences was his has been used at UM since 1961 versity. The athletic department
measure. Robert Gorman, director lowest score. However, he was re and has been quite effective. For may be concerned with predicted
instance, in the 1967-68 academic performance to know whether or
of the UM Counseling and Testing
Center, reports that if a student’s quired to take some science classes year, 62 per cent of the predicted not a prospective athlete would be
scores “just do not ring true,’’ he in order to receive a degree from freshman GPA’s proved correct.
able to remain eligible. Honor
the
University
of
Montana.
Jones’
will be retested at the Counseling
Predicted first year grades are
(Continued on page 12)
suggested that he not take
and Testing Center with the Scho adviser
any science classes until his sopho
lastic Aptitude Test (SAT). Mr. more
year.
Gorman also noted that due to the
The adviser also is able to pre
accuracy of the ACT scores, stu
dents very seldom need to be re dict, specifically for this univer
sity, the student’s GPA (grade
checked.
The ACT program provides a point average) for his freshman
wealth of information to students year. This is done by combining
and to secondary and college edu his high school grades and his ACT
cators alike. In addition to report scores and adapting them to a spe
ing educational ability and high cial scale. Based on a wide variety
Delivery and Dining Room Service
school achievement, the ACT tests % of freshman courses at this institu
also provide a student profile on tion, this special scale has been
Begins at Noon
each person being tested and sup determined by the Registrar’s Of
1106 W. Broadway
543-7312
ply research findings to high fice at the University of Montana.
schools and colleges throughout the A new scale is developed for each
freshman class. This method of
United States.
The student is tested in four
areas of study: English, mathe
matics, social sciences and natural
sciences. His scores from these four
areas of testing may aid the stu
dent in deciding what major to
choose at college. For example,
Jones’ highest score was in social
sciences. He therefore decided to
major in history, feeling somewhat
assured it was a field in which he
“We’re all tellin’ the truth-now . . .
could perform well.
The student can use his ACT test
This is the Blues.”
scores directly in another way: the
total or composite score from the
four tests is reduced to an average
or mean score. The ACT program
then can compute an average total
mean score for every college fresh
man class participating in the ACT
program. This information is made
Lights by Shadowfax
available to high school counselors,
and thus the student can compare
his composite mean with the com
posite mean of freshman classes
throughout the United States.
From this comparison, he may
choose a college in which he would
perform well. For instance, in
Montana the University’s com
posite freshman mean is one of the
higher means among the colleges
in the state. A high school senior
with a lower composite score may
wish therefore to attend one of the
colleges in the state with a lower
composite mean in order to assure
himself of better success. Nation
ally, the University’s mean is quite
average — there are institutions
with higher and with lower fresh
man composite means.
The college adviser, in helping a
student plan his .curriculum, may
suggest a student liefer any courses
in ah area in which he has scored
poorly until the student has ad
justed to college life and developed

Join the pizza for lunch bunch

S HARI EF

BROWN SUGAR
Einstein Intersection
UC BALLROOM

Saturday Night, Feb. 15
9-12

★

$1.50

NOW PLAYING

★

AT THE

NOW THROUGH SATURDAY!

No one should miss it

FOX THEATRE
For Weekly Time Schedules and Program
Information Call 728-1121

"A tender love of two yonngiters th a t surge* a n d
explodes. A stunningly beautiful dram a.
The picture is fascinating in magnificent natural colors.
The director has guided the action like a m aster
choreographer, staging a stately pavane of unyielding
tempo and doom. The exceptionally appealing young
players, their nude scene together aim one candid
glimpse of a male sauna bath, are entirely within
the content of this extraordinary picture,
joining beauty and horror in a rich, scalding
eyeful and a haunting love s to r y .'- N.Y. times
“ It is on every level an amazing film.
Definitely the m ost incredible,
beautiful and impressive
romance of our time.”

The

greatesthunting

and fishing
Spectacularever filmed
the
Outdoorsman

—BernardDrew,
HartfordTimet

OFFICIAL SWEDISHENTRY
ATXX* INTERNATIONAL
RIM FESTIVALIN CANNES

ADDED . . .

Prentoulis Films presents

H A G BARD &

S IG N E

A LOVE AS ETERNAL AS THE MIDNIGHT SUN
OPEN 6:45 P.M.
Shorts at 7:00-8:50
Feature at 7:20-9:10
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ROXY
Adult Policy: All Seats $1.25
Wed., Feb. 12, 1969

Special Featurette in Color

“SKI AMERICA”
■WEEKDAYS
7:00 and 9:15

WEEKENDS
Continuous Showing

Improved CB Is Coming
(Continued from page 9)
they were at all times represent
ing the students and were voting
as a majority of the students
would. Mr. Wicks said CB mem
bers are policy makers and are
elected as “supposedly intelligent,
iard-working students who could
take facts and make decisions.” He
said public opinion is one factor
to consider when making a deci
sion, but is is not the only factor.
Mr. Wicks characterized CB
members as being “very average
students” and said they are neither
"outstandingly bright, nor out
standingly dull, outstandingly co
operative, outstandingly conserva
tive nor outstandingly liberal, out
standingly ambitious nor outstand
ingly lazy.” He said CB members,
for the most part, are timid about
making decisions. As a result, the

meetings are boring and the stu
dents tend to rubber stamp “any
proposal, if it sounds faintly
plausible,” Mr. Wicks added.
Mr. Wicks said the two major
problems with CB were the struc
ture and a tradition of not doing
anything. He said the students that
the structure appeals to are be
yond hope. A new organization is
needed to foster a new attitude,
according to Mr. Wicks. His pro
posals for revamping the structure
hinge on the idea of having politi
cal parties. He said it wouldn’t
matter if the parties were Greek,
Independent, Liberal, Conserva
tive, Pink or Yellow, just so some
controversy, which would tend to
delineate the student issues, could
be raised.
Leary said the greatest problem
ASUM officers face is the short

S o much to enjoy!

term of office. He said a smaller
board would probably be more
effective. He suggested that the
president appoint commissioners,
just as the President of the U.S.
appoints his cabinet.
Leary said better officers could
be attracted to the office, if they
were paid more. He said the offi
cers should be given jobs in Mis
soula during the summer so they
could work on ASUM business and
plan their programs during the.
interim period.
The quality of CB members is
not as high as it could be, accord
ing to Leary. He said better candi
dates could probably be attracted
to the jobs if the officers had good
programs.
Leary said student government
throughout the country is going
through a period of change. He en
visions a government in the future
with students, faculty and admin
istrators, who would form a truly
representative Central Board.
Bareness said the problem with
Central Board is that it is not rele
vant to the student. He said Cen
tral Board has a great potential
because it is the student govern
ment which the administration
recognizes.,Bareness said when the
students have problems, the ad
ministration looks to CB for the
complaints, rather than to myriads
of disgruntled student groups. CB
has the chance to be relevant to
the students, act on the immediate
problems of the students, act as
student spokesman and take the
problems to the administration,
Bareness said.
Bareness said with changes in
the structure and a feeling of rele
vance, CB could fulfill its potential
and become two meaningful words
to the students.
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Sunday — Monday — Tuesday
ASUM PRESIDENT—Ed Leary, as part of his duties as ASUM pres
ident, presides over Central Board meetings. (Staff Photo by Helen
Ahleren.)
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Fieldhouse Renovation Is Set
By PAM PATRICK
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
More than $2 million will be
spent to completely renovate and
add a 12,000-seat arena to the
Harry Adams Fieldhouse, accord
ing to Jack Swarthout, UM ath
letic director.
He said the $2.2 million project
will not require additional student
fees or an appropriation by the
legislature, but will be paid for
by refinancing the present build
ing. The fieldhouse, like the
dorms, was financed by bonds. Mr.
Swarthout said the fieldhouse was
paying for itself through gate re
ceipts.
John Dayries, assistant profes
sor of health and physical educa
tion, said students are paying for
the present fieldhouse. He said
each student pays $5 per quarter in

the building fee to pay off the
bonds on the fieldhouse.
The Montana House of Repre
sentatives Monday passed a reso
lution approving the $2.2 million
fieldhouse construction. It was ap
proved earlier by the Senate.
Construction is scheduled to be
gin in the spring of 1970. The com
pletion date is set for January,
1972.
Mr. Swarthout said the renova
tion and addition ideas resulted
from a planning session by the
health and physical education staff
members, George Mitchell, admin
istrative vice president and J. A.
Parker, physical plant director,
and will be sent to an architect
when one is appointed by the
State Board of Examiners. He said
the plans are not final because the
proposed construction might not
be architecturally possible.
The arena, with a capacity of

12,000 people, is to be added to
the north side of the present build
ing. In comparison, it will be
slightly larger than the MSU arena
which seats 11,600 and about twice
the size of the present UM arena
which seats 6,200.
The floor of the arena would be
tartan, a composition rubber, Mr.
Swarthout said, with the basket
ball court painted on it. Home
shows, circuses and other events
could be held without having to
remove a basketball court, as must
be done in the present arena. He
said the advantages of the tartan
floor would be ease and low cost
of maintenance.
Locker rooms on the south side
of the addition are to have a bal
cony above them for the new
arena. The balcony would have
bleachers which can be rolled back
so the area can also be used for
wrestling.
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The lobby of the new arena is
to be on the west side of the addi
tion.
The lower floor of the present
arena is to be divided into weight
rooms, gymnastics rooms, a dance
studio, a handball room, a wres
tling room and office space, Mr.
Swarthout said.
The upper floor will contain
three to five basketball courts de
pending on their size. He said
plans for future use of the exist
ing balcony are not definite and
it may be used as classroom space.
Mr. Dayries said he thought stu
dents should have been repre
sented in the initial planning ses
sions because it is their money
that will pay for the renovation
and addition. He said he hoped
students would be allowed to sit in
on the future planning sessions
which will be required before the
building is completed.
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Ufe is beautiful... and suddenly
you find yourself staring at a
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only part of yesterdays daydreams.

And the unusual ArtCarved PVPSM Permanent Value
Plan which backs every ring says more. It assures you of
the permanent worth of your diamond, by permitting you
to trade it in, at the full current retail price, at any time
In the future on a more expensive ArtCarved diamond.*
See? We really can help.
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serving you is our business
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We can help with one.of the big
ones... your diamond engagement
ring. In our ArtCarved
showcase, we have a breath
taking assortment of
diamond rings, in
a wide range of
styles and diamond
sizes. Look them
over. See how they
look on your finger.
One of them will seem to say "I love you.*'
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